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The linear system therefore contains a nonlinear feedback term that
is due to the uncertain tarn if and 6g. This has been observed
in the case of robotic manipulators 19), but in contrast to that
work, the nonlinear fedck term are not neceasarily in the range
of b. In the following, we give the bound the solution of (2.7)
in term of if and 4g. Let us first asum that for all y such

In this papr we study the probles of controlling
abstracts
uncertain nonlinear sytems. The uncertainty is cosidered to be
dynamic and additive, ad the nominal system is assumed to be
feedback-linearitable. It is shown that the state of the uncertain
nonlinear systm my be stabilized using £ controller designed for
It is also shown that the conditions for
the nominal system.
stability depend on the size of the uncertain terms.
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Term 2-1:

Let v in (2.7) be a state-feedback given by
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such that A,- A+bK is asymptotically stable.
Let -a - maximum
eigenvalus of A, (i.*. the closest to the jw axis),
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Then, the state y(t) of (2.7) is bounded by
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It can be shown that there exists
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Note the following

(2. 4)

- Ay + bv

Dc i.e. if

(2.10)
([ao(b+k) + a,]c,/a, < a.
Proof: Using the Total Stability Theorem and detailed in [10]
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v-Tn, ( x, u)
or y - (y, y2 ....

g>0

for

We contend that the above assumptions are reasonable for a
sufficiently smell s. The following theorem gives bounds on a and
B such that the state of system (2.7) is stable under linear

IX. Problem stateast

f(x) + q(x)u(t)
is feedbsck-linearimable (1).
nonlinear transformations

c,lyl+d;

Icdf,f>I

In this research, we chaose instad to study the robustness cf the
closed-loop system when a linear, tim-invariant controller is
designed for the lirnar sytem and the nonlinear controller found
using the usual feedback-linearisation approach. It will be shown
that the behavior of the closed-loop system is directly related to
the site of the uncertainties. la section II the problem is stated
and solved. An example is provid in section III, and conclusions
are given in section IV.

dx/dt - [f(x)+4f(x)) + (g(x)+ig(x)Ju(t)

s

%IyI S JcdT3,gl>j S a1jyI+b1: for

It wae shown in [1) that certain nonlinear systems are feedbackThis however, is
euivalent to a controllable linear system.
dependent on the exact description of the nonlinear dynasics.
Since such a description is rarely available, it is of interest to
try to linearize uncertain nonlinear systems. In (2,3,5,6,1 the
authors solved this problem by assuming the system to be linear in
the uncertain but constant parameters or by assuming two time
scales dynamcs and adptively adjusting the linearizing
trensforsations in order to follow a desired linear model.

Given the single-input nonlinear syste
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The theorem generalizes the study of the stability of a linear
system disturbed by a small nonlinearity to that of a nonlinar
feedback-linearigable system disturbed by a small nonlinearity.

with (A,b) in the Brunowsky canonical form i.e.

b)

If .-0 i.e. ig-0, condition (2.10) reduces to
B c (a)/(t)

In addition, u(t) may
u(t)

obtained from
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Implicit in equation (2.5) is the condition that CdT,,g>flO.
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of the transformation y-T(x), one

(aa%)/(sck)

(2.14)
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If c

-

0, the theorem is trivially satisfied.

Since one is interested in the behavior of x(t) and not of the
fictitious y(t), one needs to study the stability of the nonlinear
system (2.1). The following theor
relates the behavior of x to
the behavior of y.

(v-cdT ft]

or

dy
-a Ay
dt

(2.13)

linearizable.

dt

cdT, ,g>

SgcdT,,f> - 0

(2.1) is knmm but is not feOeck-limarirz.ble. One can then
choose if and ig sUch that the resulting system is feedback-

dx
G0-

6T/ix is the Jacobian
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In order to check condition (2.13), one needs to know if and dg.
In fact, the usefulnass of this result is in its reverse
interpretation when on kows either if or ig and the objective is
to determine the Other ucartainty such that the ats y is stable.
This approach will be useful in thecas where the nonlinear system

If one notes that
dt

(2.12)

In the special case where

Sf<dT,,,g>

one
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(
+
Cf(x)+ef(x)]

[(aa/[ (sb1+k)c,]

In this case one can not increase Oa independently, since k" is
related to the location of eigenvalues of A and one has to
increase 'a/k' which is an interesting problem In its own.

The usual approach to obtain a control u(t) for the nonlinear
system (2.2) is to translate the control objectives on x into
specifications on y, design v for the controllable linear system
(2.4), then apply u in (2.5) to the nonlinear system (2.2). Since
uncertain tern, the
our true system is (2.1) which contains
following is obtained when u(t) is applied to (2.1)

dx/dt

(2.11)

In this case one can place the pols of A, further to the left (to
make a" large) as to allow a larger $ or more uncertainty in if.
c)
If 8-0, i.e. if-0, condition (2.10) becomes

Thnrm L.: [t)
The control law (2.9) which stabilizes the system (2.7) under
condition (2.10) results in a stable state trajectory x of the
nonlinear system (2.1) where u is given by (2.5) if:
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for some r, where r, - (G(.
.. ) denote the nonlinear tern
evaluated at y1. In fact, one way to guarantee that the nonlinear
vector F(y) satisfies a Lipebits condition is to verify that dll
partial derivatives df9/y of every component of F with respect to
every component of y exist and is ontinums [4, p34]. Then it
can be shown that
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that r - no is a valid Lipehits constant. The problem
therefore reduces to guaranteeing that all the partial derivatives
exist and are continlou. It can be easily shown that this is
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(8)
Cs- 0, % - 1, % s °, 4 - 1, aa - 7.1, b , nd B - 0.
According to theore 2.1, the mnlinear sstems will be stabilised
with a omttroller (2.5) With v(t) given by (2.9). Asaue wtt) is
chown to plac the pole of the linearized system at -2. Thie
leads to the followin value
-1

over the

k " 5.7, a - A.6, and a - 2.
cO - 0 end (2.10) imply that the linerised system is always stable
and that the steady state bound of iy(t)12 is given by

e(km)/(%)

-
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TY. miio
range of applications of the feedbech-linaerisation hem been
greatly expended. rn fact, eve though the given system is not
feedhack-lineariaable, a perturbod neighbor mey be, and the

The

behavior of the originl syst
my he controlled by designing
controllers baetd on the perturd neighbor. This leadt us to
believe that fesdhadk-linearizsbility is a generic property of a
large class of nonlinear systems. We have presented bounds on the
distance betwe the given system and its lineeritLabl neighbors
which we plan to relax in future resarch.
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